Two atomic level knowledge-based mean force interaction potentials (KBPs), a centrosymmetric burial position term and a long-range pairwise term, were developed. These were tested by comparing multiple configurations of three structurally unrelated proteins and were found successfully to (i) discriminate native state proteins from grossly misfolded structures in inverse folding tests, (ii) rank identify, using the KBP energy/r.m.s.d. correlation, native from progressively less native-like (compact and dilated) structures generated via molecular dynamics sampling, providing an energy gradient sloping from partially unfolded structures towards near-native states in inverse refinement tests, (iii) smooth the overall potential energy surface in the region of dilated non-native structures by countering local minima of the in vacuo molecular mechanical potential and (iv) serve as a local minimum detector during simulated temperature quenching studies. These atomic KBPs discriminated native from non-native structures with greater overall sensitivity than did either a residue-based pairwise interaction potential or an effective solvation potential based on atomic contact volume occupancy. The KBPs presented here are immediately useful as a tool for selecting 'good refinement candidates' from an arbitrary collection of protein configurations and may play a role in dynamic computational protein refinement Keywords: implicit solvation/inverse folding/inverse refinement/non-bonded interaction potentials/potentials of mean force
Introduction
Rapid and reliable computational protein structure refinement methods will become indispensable as an increasing number of newly discovered, engineered or de novo designed primary sequences lead to numerous low resolution protein structures. Previously, KBPs based on interresidue contacts between amino acids have been successfully applied in the identification of structurally related proteins (Bowie et al, 1991; Godzik and Skolnick, 1992; Godzik et al, 1992 Godzik et al, , 1993 Jones et al, 1992; Maiorov and Crippen, 1992; Sippl and Weitckus, 1992; Bryant and Lawrence, 1993; Kocher et al, 1994) and de novo protein folding simulations (Levitt and Warshel, 1975; Skolnick and Kolinski, 1990, 1991; Shakhnovich et al, 1991; Hinds and Levitt, 1992; Kolinski et al, 1993; Skolnick et al, 1993; Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994; Sali et al, 1994. ) Here, we have tested the idea of using atomic level knowledge-based mean force interaction potentials (KBPs) in conjunction with © Oxford University Press physical interaction-based classical molecular mechanical interatomic interaction potentials (MMPs) . We seek to answer the question: 'do atomic level mean force potentials contain information, non-redundant with that contained in the molecular mechanical interaction potential, which can be usefully employed in the rank ordering of semi-refined protein structures?' Any improvement in atomic interaction potentials which facilitates the discrimination between correctly versus incorrectly folded protein structures or in discriminating between structures at various levels of resolution could be very valuable in computational refinement of protein structures.
Given the proper balance in terms, with the MMP as the driver and the KBP as a supplementary corrector term, the combined interaction potential may describe a protein potential energy surface which has a more well-defined energy basin in the vicinity of the native state. However, knowledge-based interresidue potentials of the kind mentioned above do not readily marry with a molecular mechanical model which represents non-bonded interactions at the level of interatomic contacts. The KBP interaction forces customarily located at residue side chain centroids would have to be distributed, with appropriate weighting, onto all of the atoms of that residue. While this redistribution of forces may not present an insurmountable problem, it seems unnecessary in this case to wed models of two intrinsically differing levels of representation. Here, compatible atom-centered KBPs (array-indexable by atom type) are derived, then appraised for their ability to rank order native versus 'less native' protein structures.
Whereas MMPs are based on the interaction energetics of small molecule model systems, the KBPs presented here are potentials of mean force, statistically derived from a database of well-resolved native protein configurations. For non-bonded interactions, MMP atom types are parameterized on the basis of an implicit or explicit least squares fit to a collection of their interactions with different types of partner atoms. Some of the interaction specificity between any single pair of unique MMP atom-type partners is thus 'averaged away'. The MMP is generally held to provide a very good hard core or 'excluded volume' description of atoms and a reasonably good description of electrostatics based on the pairwise interaction of atomcentered partial charges. However, it is not unreasonable to expect that MMPs are deficient in some information specific to atomic interactions as found in a protein environment, particularly when waters of solvation are absent from the simulation system. KBPs may incorporate such missing information, at least to some degree. On the other hand, KBPs may have any of several weaknesses common to statistically derived interaction potentials. In deriving a KBP, one assumes some guessed functional form, devises an interaction potential by computing a meaningful deviation from random interactions, further assumes that the limited library of reference proteins presents a Boltzmann distribution for the degree of freedom of interest and then attempts to demonstrate validity by trial.
It is unknown, a priori, if the KBP is a good representation of the modeled interaction. As a mean force potential, it may well contain partial redundancies with other terms or may mix in with other degrees of freedom. Taken separately, then, either of the KBPs or MMPs gives an incomplete description of the interatomic interactions in proteins. However, given the appropriate weighting of terms, a physics-based molecular mechanical potential and a knowledge-based mean force potential may partially counterbalance one anothers' deficiencies when they are used in combination.
We are mindful that the naked interaction potential between two atoms is not the same as the potential of mean force between them as derived from their correlation function. In this paper we do not present the KBPs as interaction potentials used to drive a dynamic system. Rather, we propose to use the atomic level potential of mean force (p.m.f.) as a filter to rank order protein structures as to their degree of refinement, that is their similarity to the native state. We suggest, however, that if a p.m.f. is a reasonable first approximation to the effective interaction potential, particularly in the short range, then a combined MMP/KBP might be useful to drive a dynamics simulation.
More specifically, KBPs as presented here can be expected to play a significant role as implicit solvation potentials by virtue of their reflection of the influence of solvent on the native protein structures present in the library of reference proteins. It has been clearly shown that the inclusion of solvation energy is critical in enabling a molecular mechanical potential to distinguish preferred structure/sequence matches reliably (Novotny et al, 1984 (Novotny et al, , 1988 Holm and Sander, 1992) . However, conformational sampling is severely restricted when explicitly modeled solvation waters are included during the initial stage of a dynamic structure refinement process, i.e. when the conformations are within the range of ~3-9 A r.m.s.d. (the average root mean square displacement of heavy atom positions as compared to the native structure). Explicitly modeled waters soaking a volume-expanded globule may impede the process of compression to the native state. Alternatively, waters may impose a viscous 'cage' effect around a compact non-native structure tending to preserve this structure. Such behavior is unacceptable at a stage of structure refinement when relatively large-scale molecular motions may be required to facilitate changes in the relative orientations of secondary structure elements and side chain partitioning/packing. It would seem to be a reasonable approach to delay the addition of explicit waters during the initial phase of protein structure rearrangement and relaxation and then to replace the waters' influence, supplementing an in vacuo MMP molecular dynamics temperature annealing simulation with atomic KBPs instead. Once the globule has condensed to the native orientation of secondary structure elements, explicitly modeled waters could then be included to facilitate the final stage of computational refinement within the range of ~ 0-3 A r.m.s.d.
Previously generated implicit solvation potentials fall, for the most part, into several main classes: (i) those dependent on the computation of accessible surface area, (ii) a modification to a component of an empirical potential energy function, designed to give an average solvent influence or (iii) knowledge-based potentials. Empirical solvation functions have been derived and applied based on the solvent accessible surface areas of atoms (Eisenberg and McLauchlan, 1986; Ooi et al, 1987; Chiche et al, 1990; Vila et al, 1991; Schiffer etal., 1992 Schiffer etal., ,1993 Cregut etai, 1994) orhydration shell volume calibrated to the transfer free energy from a hydrophobic to hydrophilic media (Kang et al, 1988) . However, the computational demand in computing accessible surface areas has shown to be a significant drawback in dynamic implementations (Schiffer et al, 1992 (Schiffer et al, , 1993 . Empirical potential energy functions modified to incorporate 'solvent influence' have been explored, but apparently have not yet undergone a thorough systematic examination. Novotny et al. (1988 Novotny et al. ( , 1989 omitted the attractive part of the Lennard-Jones potential of exposed non-polar atoms, giving them a preference for the protein interior. Sung (1994) used a shifted truncation of the Lennard-Jones and rescaling of electrostatic interactions using a higher dielectric constant for charged side chains, similar to approaches tried by others (McCammon et al, 1990) . A residue-based pair potential was calibrated on hydrophobicity (Levitt, 1976) . Previous knowledge-based potentials have been derived from the frequencies of buried residues (Janin, 1979) and pairwise atomic volumetric contact occupancies (Colonna-Cesari and Sander, 1990; Holm and Sander, 1992; Stouten et al, 1993) and other essentially residue-centered potentials of mean force (Hendlich etal, 1990; Sippl, 1990 Sippl, , 1993 Jones et al, 1992; Sippl and Weitckus, 1992; Bryant and Lawrence, 1993) . The capabilities of the comparatively successful atomic volume occupancy-based implicit solvation potential mentioned above have been analyzed in detail (Holm and Sander, 1992) .
For this study, our treatments include only protein configurations remaining within a given topological family. We are particularly interested in relatively crude configurations, where the topological threading of the chain is qualitatively correct, but other forms of structural imprecision exist. For example, there may be imprecision in aspects such as the conformation of secondary structure termini, the relative orientation of secondary structure elements with respect to one another (e.g. crossing angles and juxtaposition of a helix to sheet), the secondary structure registrational alignment (e.g. shifting, rotation or twisting of interdigitated faces), the orientation of loops or the partitioning and packing of amino acid side chains. Such non-native configurations may be referred to generically as partially unfolded proteins. These are the structural conditions such as might be met with when attempting refinement of a structure generated via de novo protein folding, homology modeling, protein engineering or preliminary X-ray crystallographic or NMR analysis. For the purposes of our discussion, structural refinement from a partially unfolded structure is a process that can be thought of as occurring in three stages (see Figure IB ). (i) Stage 3. The globule is dilated and structurally perturbed, yet possesses the qualitatively correct topological thread. The secondary structures are distorted, but essentially intact except for their termini. Neither the relative juxtapositions of secondary structure elements, nor the partitioning of buried versus unburied faces are well established. (ii) Stage 2. In a globule of intermediate compactness, the relative orientations of well-formed secondary structure elements are determined and become essentially locked into position, including preliminary registration of side chain residues and the qualitative spatial orientation of loops, (iii) Stage 1. Near the native state, steric hindrance forbids all but very minor registrational modifications in the fully compact globule. The final loop configurations are determined and specific packing and interdigitation of individual side chain atoms occurs.
For the three-protein test set used here, there was an approximate correspondence between these three stages and the observed r.m.s.d. of protein structures relative to the native state. Relative to the native state, configurations were observed to be within ~5-8 A r.m.s.d. in stage 3, within ~3-5 A r.m.s.d. in stage 2 and within ~0-3 A r.m.s.d. in stage 1.
It is crucial that a KBP provides a continuous energy gradient bridging the native structure with the 'far r.m.s.d.' non-native, dilated structures. It is from structures like these partially unfolded globules, dilated and 'uncommitted' in their internal orientations, but of qualitatively correct topological threading, from which computational structure refinement must commence. Experimentalists have shown that 'the partially unfolded forms [of proteins] detected by hydrogen exchange appear to represent the major intermediates in the reversible, dynamic unfolding reactions that occur even at native conditions, and thus may define the major pathway for [protein] folding' (Bai et al, 1995) .
Do atomic level KBPs provide information, non-redundant and supplementary to that of the MMP, which enhances the capability of a combined MMP + KBP potential to rank structures correctly along this non-native to native refinement continuum? If the combined MMP + KBP energy gradient describes an overall concave decreasing energy basin leading to the near-native states, it may also serve to guide a dynamically relaxing system more directly towards the native state during a simulated temperature annealing process.
This study evaluates the inherent resolving power of two knowledge-based atomic mean force potentials. A centrosymmetric one-body burial position term and a two-body pairwise non-bonded interaction term were considered. Large unbalanced forces which invariably result from an overly short interaction cut-off were avoided by developing smoothly continuous potentials which act over an extended distance range. These potentials were tested for their capabilities (i) to inverse fold, distinguishing native folds from grossly misfolded protein structures (as exemplified in Figure 1A ), (ii) to inverse refine, ranking a set of progressively less well-resolved structures of the same protein by virtue of their energy/r.m.s.d. correlation, thus demonstrating an energy bias towards the pool of near-native states (see Figure IB and C) and (iii) to smooth the energy gradient leading towards the native state, and also to serve as a local minima detector during simulated temperature quenching (see Figure 1C ).
Inverse folding refers to the procedure of threading a protein's sequence through a collection of structures taken from a database of highly refined proteins, then ranking the relative sequence/structure compatibilities of the pairs by virtue of their relative potential energies. The goal is usually to distinguish the native fold or structurally homologous folds from the many non-native folds.
Misfolded all-atom structure pairs (referred to in point i above) were previously generated by threading the sequences of native proteins through the known structures of unrelated proteins having the same number of residues (Holm and Sander, 1992) . We ask whether the KBPs presented here can correctly discriminate native from misfolded structures in this set of all-atom protein structure pairs. In addition, the pairwise atomic near-shell occupancy-based (implicit solvation) potential previously presented by Holm and Sander (1992) and a residue-based pairwise contact term (Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994; Kolinski etal, 1995) , were compared alongside the atomic level knowledge-based mean force potentials presented here.
The inverse refinement procedure is directly analogous to inverse folding, except that the collection of structures, through which the protein sequence is threaded, are not grossly misfolded non-native states. Instead, the set of structures spans the continuum from native, through progressively 'less native' configurations in the vicinity of the native basin and, finally, to partially unfolded structures. The goal of inverse refinement is to determine whether a given potential energy function is sensitive enough to rank order the structures correctly, thus giving a correlation between the energy and degree of refinement or degree of 'native-likeness'.
Throughout this study, while we recognize that alternative measures exist, the chosen metric of 'native-likeness' is the r.m.s.d. of the atomic positions. The KBPs were tested against collections of structures (referred to in item ii above) having progressively greater r.m.s.d.s from a reference crystal structure taken here as the 'native state'. The set of progressively less native-like structures was generated via in vacua MD simulations of unfolding (from native) and refolding (from partially unfolded states). The inverse refinement study allows one to determine whether a correlation exists between the KBP energy and the r.m.s.d. of the structure.
KBP energies should preferably supplement the molecular mechanical potential energy surface in a way that not only enhances the concavity of the native basin, but also 'smooths' the pathway(s) leading into that basin. The pathway from unfolded to the native state has been described as 'rugged' (Betancourt and Onuchic, 1995; Bryngelson et al, 1995; Wolnes et al., 1995) . The trajectory must steer over a complicated multidimensional potential energy landscape, strewn with local energy wells and barriers. For this reason, a KBP should be more usefully employable if its energy gradient biases not only towards the native minimum, but also away from nonnative MMP minima.
We examined whether the atomic level KBPs counter the non-native local energy minima 'traps' encountered on the in vacuo MMP energy landscape during temperature quenching. Temperature quenching studies were carried out (as referred to in item iii above) starting from partially unfolded protein structures. Finally, we assessed whether KBPs can alert the modeler to non-native minima on the basis of insufficient stabilization energy.
Materials and methods
The protein structures used as the testing set At the outset of this project, a trio of proteins was chosen to serve in detailed analyses of KBPs because their moderate size easily facilitates MD computations, yet they are diverse in their structural features. They are (i) (apo)-flavodoxin, a 138 amino acid protein containing a central five-stranded Psheet surrounded by five a-helices, Brookhaven 4fxn, at 1.8 A resolution, with R = 0.20 (Smith et al, 1977) , (ii) (apo)plastocyanin from poplar leaves, a Greek key P-barrel of 99 amino acids, Brookhaven 2pcy, at 1.8 A resolution, with R = 0.16 (Garrett et al, 1984) and (iii) (apo)-hemerythrin, an all a-four-helix bundle of 113 amino acids, Brookhaven lhmd, at 2.0 A resolution, with R = 0.168 (Holmes et al, 1991) . The simulations did not include prosthetic groups, bound ions or internal (crystal) waters for any of the protein crystal structures. A fourth protein, protein G, a small oc/p sandwich of 56 amino acids (the Bl binding domain of immunoglobulin binding protein as determined by solution NMR), Brookhaven In inverse folding, a given protein sequence, e.g. the 2gbl sequence here, is threaded through one or more well resolved 3-D protein structures of the same size, e.g. 5pti, 2gbl and protein-A here. Native sequence/structure matches should correspond to the lowest energy. (B) In inverse refinement, the goal is to rank order by energy a collection of configurations of the same protein spanning the r.m.s.d. resolution continuum from partially unfolded stage 3 (S3) to the native (N). Ideally, such an energy/ r.m.s.d. correlation provides a downhill gradient leading into a potential energy basin containing the pool of near-native states. (C) The rugged multidimensional landscape is represented schematically here in two dimensions (IC), as an energy basin, where the native state is at the global minimum. The vertical direction represents energy, the horizontal direction represents the diversity of configuration states. Knowledge-based potentials may smooth the molecular mechanical energy gradient towards the native (IC, broad strokes in upper region) and also provide a threshold metric by which non-native local minima (those above the broken line) can be identified and thus rejected.
2gbl, (Gronenborn et al, 1991) , was used in MD simulations including a sheath of 657 explicit solvation waters. All MD trajectories were generated using the program AMBER 4.0 (Pearlman et al., 1991; Weiner et al., 1986) with the standard Standard Atomic (STDA) interaction parameters for protein atoms as given in that release of the program suite. Each of the test set PDB structures were initially minimized in vacua for 2000 steps, alternating between steepest descents and conjugate gradient methods, to alleviate strain due to van der Waals atomic overlaps. All in vacuo minimization and MD simulations used a non-bonded cut-off of 10.0 A. The non-bonded interactions pair list was updated every five steps during minimizations and every 10 steps during MD. Main chain atoms amino-N, alpha-C, and carbonyl-C were harmonically restrained to their crystal structure positions by a force constant of 25 kcal/mol/A during the minimizations. Coordinate sets were saved at intervals of 100 steps (0.1 ps) during each trajectory; some redundant position-restrained conformations were later culled from the sets used as trajectory profiles. A distance-dependent dielectric, e = 4# y £o, was used in all in vacuo simulations. It has been suggested (Weiner et al., 1984; Novotny etai, 1989 ) that under in vacuo simulation conditions, a distance-dependent dielectric pre-factor of 4/? y in the denominator of the standard coulomb expression appropriately screens charge-charge interactions and helps to reproduce water's bulk dielectric effect on the protein structure. We also found early in the study of the three test proteins and 2gbl that the 4R tj dielectric best maintained the native number of contacts, native radius of gyration and native buried versus exposed profile for residues (data not shown).
In the MD unfolding simulations, an initial temperature bath of 300 K was imposed. An MD step size of 1 fs was used. The harmonic restraints tethering the main chain coordinate positions to the native positions were gradually released early in the MD simulations. Restraints were completely released for each protein after minimization and 12.5 ps MD (the configuration numbers in Figures 6, 8 and 9 are not calibrated with the MD timings due to the deletion of redundant configurations). Gradual MD heating beyond 300 K was initiated after 37.5 ps for 4fxn, after 32.5 ps for 2pcy and after 37.5 ps for lhmd. The final temperatures at the end of the MD unfolding trajectories were 750 K for 4fxn, 600 K for 2pcy and 650 K for lhmd. The total MD times associated with each unfolding run were 112.5 ps for 4fxn, 102.5 ps for 2pcy and 137.5 ps for lhmd.
Refolding trajectories or, more precisely, MD temperature quenching trajectories, entailed gradually cooling from the temperature associated with the starting configuration (these were taken from various points along the unfolding trajectories) down to 250 K (well below normal metabolic temperatures) without coordinate restraints. Quenches were carried out over a period of 50-70 ps overall, depending on the starting temperature and extent of dilation in the starting structure. Quenches continued at the final target temperature of 250 K until an apparent average lower limit was reached by each energy component of the molecular mechanical potential and isodensity with the native state was attained.
Derivation of knowledge-based atomic mean force interaction potentials
Several knowledge-based mean force potential functions are presented and compared in this study. Brief descriptions and/ or their derivations are given here. Complete functional data for interaction potentials derived here are available via anonymous ftp (ftp.scripps.edu/pub/debolt). One-body centrosymmetric burial position potential. The heavy-atom centrosymmetric burial potential (CSP) was derived from the statistics of a library of 166 (aqueously soluble) protein structures selected from the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) and are listed in the Appendix. The criteria for selection of the high-resolution database of PDB structures determined by X-ray crytallography was a resolution of 2.0 A or better and an R value of 0.18 or smaller. For structures determined by NMR, the selections were based on the apparent rigor of the refinement methods used.
The CSP reflects the tendency of atoms contained by nonpolar residues to be buried inside a protein globule, atoms of polar residues to be exposed to the solvent and some atoms preferring to reside just below the protein-water surface interface. In general, each amino acid residue has a significantly higher frequency of occurrence at some given radial position relative to the protein's centroid. The one-body potential of mean force was thus designed as a function of 167 (unique side chain and main chain) heavy atom types and the ratio of the distance, r,, of an atom type i from the protein centroid to the radius of gyration (G) of the protein:
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in kcal/mol, where the sums are over discrete subshells L, (determined from r,), over atom types i and -RT are the gas constant and the temperature in kelvins. The range [0 -» 2.1] G was divided into 21 subshells. O obs and O expt are the observed and expected frequencies of occurrence for atom type / in a given radial subshell. The statistical reference against which the observed frequencies of occurrence in native protein structures are compared is a randomly packed globule of average composition, giving the expected frequency. After cancellation of some terms, one arrives at the right-hand side of equation (1), where #, *> represents the number of i atoms observed in subshell L,, Nj 3 is the total number of all atoms in the subshell and X, is the average molecular fraction of atom types i over the database of reference proteins. The static radius of gyration (in A) of the native configuration of a protein was closely estimated from the number of residues, N, from the formula
(2) which was arrived at by fitting to a database of single domain globular proteins (Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994) . While the studies being presented here used this 'static' G, we also initially evaluated the centrosymmetric burial potential by explicitly recomputing G from atomic positions for each saved MD configuration. This allowed the length of G to adjust as the protein's volume changed over an MD simulation. Each atom's position relative to the centroid was thus a function of its relationship to a dynamically adjusting G. It was found that the results given by this approach were not significantly different than those given by the simpler static G model. Profile plots of the unfolding energies were virtually superimposable apart from noise (not shown). We raise this issue only because it might seem that an increase in energy upon protein structure dilation could be a trivial result of using a static G. The amount of dilation occurring in our unfolding studies was apparently not enough to produce such an effect. The radii of gyration at the very end of the unfolding simulations were only 1.12 G mlivc for plastocyanin, 1.14 G nalive for hemerythrin and 1.17 G mivc for flavodoxin, where the nauve for the crystal structure protein conformations are 12.34, 13.47 and 13.66 A respectively. Figure 2 is an example of the atomic CSP for the main chain (circles) and side chain atoms (triangles) of the lysine residue. The preferred position for the backbone atoms is at 1.1 times (static) G, with the side chain extended outward from the protein's center, so that lysine-NZ is positioned at -2.1 times G. Pairwise non-bonded atomic mean force potential. The longrange pairwise heavy atom (PWA) mean force potential was derived from a library of 239 high resolution protein structures from the PDB as listed in the Appendix. Proteins are divided into 22 residue types, including two special residue types, buried cystines, CYX and buried (ion complexed) histidines, HTX, for which the atoms are treated as unique from standard Cys and His atoms. The 22 residue types are further divided into four main chain heavy atoms (amino-N, alpha-C, carbonyl-C and carbonyl-O) and 96 side chain heavy atom interaction types (only hydrogens were ignored).
All atom pairs are i-j type-specific and distance dependent Beginning at 2.25 A, 32 radial volumetric subshell centers are defined, one every 0.25 A, representing the midpoints of 0.5 A thick spherical subshells which surround every heavy atom type. For this study, the PWA histograms are smoothed by using linear interpolation between the subshell center points when evaluating pairwise interactions. An atom's pairing partners consist of all heavy atoms located in the surrounding spherical volume subshells within a radius of 10 A, except atoms within two residues sequential separation along the chain.
The PWA energy between atoms i and j is denned in kcal/ mol as
where an i-j atomic separation distance r, -, -assigns the
642
(3) atoms to one another's £-th radial interaction subshell. N(ij\ oiK and N('/)£ expl are me (average) observed and expected number of ij contacts if the distribution were random. A f ('!/)(; obs is computed directly from the protein database. The expected number of (,separated i-j contacts is a function of the joint frequencies of / and j occupancies.
where N^ and A^ are the average total number of ^-separated contacts made by atoms / and j to all other atoms. S^ is the average number of available coordination sites for atoms separated by C, shells. If for each protein in the library, there are Aj atoms of type j forming pairs with an average Z, total other atoms in the £-th subshell, then the average number of available coordination sites (for atoms separated by C, subshells) is
where the sums are over a library of N p reference proteins and j unique atom types. Figure 3 (A) and (B), shows examples of PWA for interactions between a lysine-NZ atom and the side chain atoms of Asp and between a leucine CD1 atom and the atoms of side chain Lys. In Figure 3 (A), the strong attraction between NZ + and the 01 *" and O2*"atoms is evident. The preferred Lys-NZ to Asp orientation is indicated by the preference for Asp-CG and Asp-CB to be separated by distances of r = 3.5 and r = 5.25 A respectively from NZ. Notice the double minima plotted in Figure 3 (B). A Leu-CDl contact near the protein surface 'prefers' lysine atoms to be nearby on the surface at a distance of r = 4 A, whereas buried leucines prefer lysine's atoms to be at least 9 A away, extending outward from the protein surface.
Residue-based pairwise contact term. The pairwise residuebased (PWR) mean force potential, tested for comparison purposes, is used as previously derived by Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994; Kolinski etal., 1995. An interresidue pairwise contact energy is accorded if any atom of a given residue is within 5.0 A of an atom of another residue and the two residues are not within five residues of each other sequentially along the protein chain.
Near shell occupancy-based implicit solvation term. A previously published pairwise atomic volume occupancy-based implicit solvation potential (HSP) was also tested for purposes of comparison (Holm and Sander, 1992) . Energies are dependent on the sum of the volume space occupied by 'contact' atoms surrounding a central atom. The function has full potency between 0.0 and 3.2 A, then linearly tapers to zero potency at the 6 A cut-off.
Calibrating the energy fluctuations of the various potentials
The energies given by each of the knowledge-based potentials CSP, PWA, HSP and PWR, were scaled so that the amplitude of their energy fluctuations were calibrated to the energy fluctuations observed in MMP-driven MD simulations. This facilitated 'fair' comparisons of the various KBPs at equivalent noise levels. It also allows one to balance the relative contributions of KBPs versus MMPs; this will be particularly critical when comparing the KBP energy with the MMP energy during the test proteins over a temperature range of 250-600 K. The widths of the fluctuations were computed from the energy differences between all data points in a trajectory 'window', where a window-average spanned 10 saved coordinate sets and sliding window averages spanned the length of the MD trajectories.
All computations were done on either Sun SPARCstation 10 or Hewlett-Packard 735 computers. Graphics were produced using the programs XVGR and Xtalview. Ribbon diagrams of protein flavodoxin were produced using MOLSCRIPT (Kraulis, 1991) .
Results and discussion
Inverse folding: atomic KBPs discriminate native from misfolds The minimal requirement for a valuable KBP is that it should discriminate native tertiary structures from grossly misfolded proteins. A set of native/misfolded all-atom structure pairs was previously generated by threading the sequences of each of 23 native proteins through the known structure of one (or •two) of 26 unrelated proteins having the same number of residues as its native partner, then allowing for side chain relaxation (Holm and Sander, 1992) . Figure 4 shows the separation of 23 native (diamonds) versus the 26 deliberate sequence/structure mismatches (circles) by their atomic CSP energies. All native structures are identified as energetically more stable than their misfolded analogs. The magnitude of the native/non-native separation energy increases as the net number of interatomic interactions increases with protein size. Notice that for the most part the CSP energies of the native proteins (diamonds) scatter around -50 kcal/mol, showing no increasing or decreasing trend, regardless of the protein size. The broadening energy separation with size is due primarily to an energy increase in the non-native structures. The atomic burial potential's discriminative capability is thus due in greater . Discrimination, t>y pairwise atomic (PWA) potential energy, between native versus grossly misfolded proteins. Circles, misfolds (26 total, one circle buried under diamonds at N = 36 and six circles total at N = 65); diamonds, native folds (23 total). All native structures, except one, have lower energies than their corresponding sequence/structure mismatches. In the case of the 36-residue v structure pair (sequence lcbh threaded through structure lppt) the PWA accords a slightly lower energy to the misfold, -4 kcal/mol. Notice, in Figure 4 (upper circle at N = 36), the CSP compensates by separating this 36-residue pair by ~90 kcal/mol. part to the recognition of mispartitioned atoms in non-native structures, rather than to the detection of more pronounced negative energies for correct structures. The CSP potential provides indirect specificity for the native globule by strongly selecting against misfolded structures.
Once residues have been partitioned in the globule so that a hydrophobic core and hydrophilic surface are formed, a burial potential can be expected to supply little further specificity in defining the precise tertiary arrangements of the native state. Pairwise interatomic interactions can be called upon to further 'narrow the field' of globules which may be considered as native state candidates. Selectivity for the correct tertiary structure should improve with the construction of an energetically optimal pairwise contact configuration for each atom. Figure 5 shows the separation of all of the native/misfolded (diamonds/circles) structures by their PWA energies. Notice, for pairwise interactions, that an enhanced energy separation results primarily from a decrease in the energy of native structures as protein size increases. The PWA's discriminative ability is apparently due in greater part to the recognition of the more optimal contact configurations in the native structures, rather than to the detection of more pronounced positive energies for less native-like structures. The long-range pairwise atomic potential selects directly for correctly folded native configurations.
In general then, both the burial position and pairwise atomic KBPs are able to discriminate native from grossly misfolded all-atom structures, given the set of inverse folding pairs considered here. Only in the case of one 36-residue structure pair (sequence lcbh threaded through structure lppt) does the PWA accord the misfolded structure a (slightly) lower energy (by ~4 kcal/mol) than the native structure. The energy separation provided by the CSP term for this pair more than compensates (by ~90 kcal/mol) for the pairwise term's energy reversal. A residue-based pairwise non-bonded mean force term (PWR) gave very similar results (plot not shown), displaying the same trends, with no outstanding differences, also slightly misdiscriminating one structure pair (124-residue sequence Ip2p threaded into structure 3m3). Inverse refinement using MMP-driven MD-generated ensembles As one eventual goal is to employ atomic KBPs in computational protein refinement, it is important to demonstrate that a change in the KBP energy is appropriately correlated to a change in protein structure more subtle than that encountered in gross misfolding studies. An increase in the r.m.s.d. as compared to the native state was chosen as a useful measure of structural deterioration. A set of progressively less nativelike states were prepared by collecting configurations generated during all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, beginning from the protein crystal structure and leading to partial unfolding, as discussed in Methods and materials. KBP energies were then evaluated for each of the protein configurations saved during the in vacuo MMP-driven MD partial unfolding trajectories. As a protein structure deteriorates from the native state, its KBP 'inverse refinement' energy should increase in general and preferably with a strong correlation to the degree of structure deterioration. However, a perfect one-to-one energy/ r.m.s.d. correlation is not necessarily expected for any single KBP term; a change in the r.m.s.d. during any given segment of a trajectory may be caused by an alteration in a structural feature that is not directly monitored by a given KBP. The specific behavior of the MMP will be considered below.
Unfolding from native: KBP energy correlates with r.m.s.d. Figure 6 (A) illustrates the increasing r.m.s.d. over the course of the partial unfolding simulation of protein flavodoxin. The plot connects points generated by evaluating the r.m.s.d. for protein configurations saved during the in vacuo MMP-driven unfolding simulation. In the absence of explicitly modeled waters, the MMP drove the system away from the native configuration, even though a screening dielectric constant of 4R;j was used and a temperature bath of 300 K was imposed. Between configurations 1 and 200, the structure drifts 2.2 A away from the native state (prior to heating). Upon commencement of gradual heating, the structure further deteriorated. Although progressive heating caused gradual dilation and internal perturbation of the structure, eventually driving it 8.1 A r.m.s.d. away from the native, the topological threading of the fold remained qualitatively intact as illustrated in Figure 7 .
In Figure 6(B) , the refinement energies of the atomic CSP (lowest curve), the long-range PWA (second lowest curve), the atomic volume-occupancy effective solvation term (HSP) (second highest curve) and the pairwise residue-based term (PWR) (highest curve) are plotted for flavodoxin. The energy curves were all normalized to share the same average amplitude of energy fluctuations as described in Materials and methods. In order to avoid obscurative overlapping of the curves, the high points of the curves were overlaid near configuration number 360, a point from which temperature quenching proceeds (as discussed later).
In the flavodoxin unfolding trajectory reported in Figure  6 (A), a change in the r.m.s.d. of ~0.5 A from the native occurred during minimization, between saved configurations 0 and 25, even though harmonic coordinate restraints tethered the main chain atoms to the crystal structure at a strength of all the KBP terms (except the HSP) were relatively insensitive in this region very near the native state, giving essentially flat energy profiles. Only the HSP (second highest curve) registered a decided 100 kcal/mol energy increase, given only this 1.0 A r.m.s.d. deviation from the crystal structure.
After drift from the native configuration apparently leveled off (at 1.0 A r.m.s.d.), the tethering restraints were removed altogether, near saved configuration number 100. All four KBPs mark and maintain a significant energy increase from this point onwards ( Figure 6B ), corresponding to the increased r.m.s.d. (Figure 6A ). Clearly, the energy gradients provided by the atomic KBPs counter the 'unfolding drift' gradient followed between 1 and 2.2 A r.m.s.d. by the exclusively in vacuo MMP-driven constant temperature MD simulations. Gradual heating was then initiated at saved MD configuration 201, causing further structure perturbation.
The three atom-based KBPs yield differing degrees of energy/r.m.s.d. correlation as illustrated by the relative steepness of their positively increasing energy gradients (slopes) in Figure 6 (B). The PWA (second lowest curve) and CSP (lowermost curve) show the greatest progressive energy increases as the r.m.s.d. changes from ~2 to 8 A. The pairwise residue- 25 kcal/mol/A and the temperature was held at 300 K. A further increase of ~0.5-1.0 A r.m.s.d. occurred when these restraints were reduced in strength (at saved configuration number 25) from 25 to 15 kcal/mol/A. Figure 6(B) shows that based contact potential, PWR (highest curve), is insensitive to the structural changes occurring during this part of the flavodoxin unfolding process.
While an energy/r.m.s.d. correlation for the KBPs is evident on visual inspection of Figure 6(B) , it is illustrated more precisely by the direct correlation plots presented in Figure  6 (C). These curves provide a useful indication of the relative magnitudes of the slopes when comparing the qualitative performance of the several potentials over a given unfolding trajectory. Pearson's rho coefficient (Press et al., 1992) measures the precision with which a scatter of points can be fitted by a straight line. The energy/r.m.s.d. correlation was computed to be p = 0.98 for the CSP term, p = 0.98 for the PWA term, p = 0.94 for the HSP term and p = 0.71 for the PWR term. However, these plots and rho numbers do not represent the absolute precision of the 'true point scatter' about the correlation line. If sampling of all accessible configurational states at the various r.m.s.d.s were feasible, the point scatter would describe a swath, broadening with increasing r.m.s.d. (because of the increasing structural diversity of states), rather than the relatively linear scatters produced by a single unfolding trajectory. The ramifications of this issue are discussed later.
More importantly, the relevant feature in Figure 6 (C) is the amount of change in KBP energy for a given change in the r.m.s.d. and how the relation changes systematically for the different potentials over the r.m.s.d. range. The steeper the slope of the energy/r.m.s.d. correlation curve is (in Figure 6C) , the more nalive/non-native discriminative sensitivity or resolving power the associated potential has. The variations of slope qualitatively indicate the r.m.s.d. at which each potential manifests its highest and lowest relative native/non-native selectivity. This suggests the region of the potential energy landscape where each KBP should be most applicable during MD temperature annealing, using a combined MMP + KBP potential. In general, the overall sensitivity of the correlations go as PWA > CSP > HSP > PWR, by linearly fitting the slopes over all points in each plot of Figure 6 (C), the overall slopes are 169, 157, 115 and 32 kcal/mol/A respectively, all within ±2, but with significant local variance within the potential energy basin. The HSP ( Figure 6C Figure 6C a substantially increased slope beyond 5 A r.m.s.d.) as the structure becomes more internally disoriented and globularly deformed. The PWA (squares) provides a more uniformly powerful correlation throughout the range 1-8 A r.m.s.d.
Interestingly, the CSP and PWA potentials appear to operate in a manner reminiscent of that observed in the inverse folding examples presented above. Nearer the native state (1-5 A r.m.s.d.), the PWA potential ( Figure 6C , squares) is strongly selective for native-like structures, whereas far from the native structure (5-8 A r.m.s.d.) the PWA energy/r.m.s.d. correlation falls off relative to that seen for CSP ( Figure 6C, filled triangles) . Alternatively, the CSP burial term is most powerfully selective against the less native-like structures beyond 5 A r.m.s.d. Closer to the near-native structures, the CSP energy/r.m.s.d. correlation flattens (more noticeably for the other proteins discussed below).
It is important to ensure that the described KBP behaviors are general trends, rather than the anomalous results of a single arbitrary case. Plots, analogous to those discussed above for flavodoxin, are presented for two more proteins: plastocyanin (2pcy) (Figure 8A -C) and hemerythrin (lhmd) ( Figure 9A -C). The comparative results found for the various KBPs in the flavodoxin study are generally seen to hold as trends over this three-protein test set. The discriminative strengths still trend as PWA 3= CSP > HSP > PWR. The respective overall slopes in Figures 8(C) and 9(C) are 100, 102, 73 and 34 kcal/mol/A for plastocyanin and 98, 76, 63 and 23 kcal/mol/A for hemerythrin.
As was the case in the flavodoxin study, the strengths of the energy/r.m.s.d. correlations vary significantly in different regions of the potential energy basin (see Figures 8B and C and 9B and C). All of the KBPs, here including even HSP, give relatively flat energy profiles in the 0-1 A r.m.s.d. range for 2pcy and lhmd. While the HSP (circles) is not as sensitive in the 0-1 A r.m.s.d. region for these two proteins as it was in the flavodoxin case, it still gives the comparatively most powerful energy/r.m.s.d. correlation in the 1-2 A region near the native. Again, the HSP native/non-native discriminative capability tapers off beyond ~3.0 A r.m.s.d. (Figures 8C and  9C, circles) . As was also seen for the flavodoxin case, the PWA and CSP are most sensitive in the 2-8 and 3-8 A r.m.s.d. regions respectively, for both plastocyanin and hemerythrin ( Figures 8C and 9C , squares and filled triangles). In the plastocyanin energy plot, the CSP ( Figure 8B , filled triangles) actually shows a slight energy dip (~20 kcal/mol below the near-native CSP energy), anticorrelated with the change in the r.m.s.d. occurring over 0-1.5 A. One should not expect a onebody burial position potential to be reliably discriminative once the globule is this close to the native configuration. In general, the PWR potential is the least discriminative of all.
For our purposes, an employable atom-based KBP must necessarily give rise to an increasing energy gradient as the structure progressively deteriorates relative to the native state. In the case of each protein studied, the atom-based KBPs provide well-defined energy gradients sloping towards the pool of near-native states, apparently supplying the requisite bias toward these structures.
MD 'refolding' trajectories: KPB energy/r.nus.d. correlation
There is no a priori guarantee that the positively sloping KBP energy/r.m.s.d. correlation produced during computational unfolding will also be produced during computational refolding attempts. Do the atomic KBPs yield a proper non-native to native energy gradient upon refolding, faithfully describing a folding basin or is the unfolding energy/r.m.s.d. correlation simply an incidental effect of the reduction in the number of atomic contacts or volumetric expansion? This question can be addressed by determining the slope of the tangent line along the lowest reach of the 'true point scatter' of the energy/ r.m.s.d. correlations for proteins 4fxn, 2pcy and lhmd. An estimated lower limit to the 'true point scatter' of a correlation swath can be obtained by temperature quenching several protein configurations selected from points at various r.m.s.d.s Figure 6XC ). In vacuo MD temperature quenches from various configurations of three different proteins. The r.m.s.d. is the average root mean squared deviation of atomic positions from the native state (in A). Individual runs are denoted as Q M -» N, meaning the structure progressed from M. r.m.s.d. to N r.m s.d. during temperature quenching. MMP denotes the total molecular mechanical potential energy, LJ denotes the Lennard-Jones component energy, COUL denotes the pairwise coulombic component energy with 4Ry dielectric, PWA is the knowledge-based mean force painvise atomic energy, CSP is the atomic centrosymmetric potential and PWA + MMP is a combined energy. 'Relaxed' structures underwent minimization and MD (briefly) at 250 K, driven exclusively by the MMP. 'Crystal' structures underwent 10 steps of (MMP) minimization to relieve van der Waals overlaps. Further details are in the text. along the MD partial unfolding trajectories. Relaxing these structures into nearby local isothermaiyisodensity minima provides an estimate of the lowest energy for configurations at a given r.m.s.d. One would expect this part of the potential energy surface to be visited regularly by a trajectory during an in vacuo MD temperature annealing simulation.
MD temperature quenching was initiated from dilated configurations retaining qualitatively correct topological folds, but having internally disoriented secondary structure elements, disoriented loops, unpacked side chains and mispartitioned atoms. These can be considered typical high temperature configurations akin to those which would be encountered in the course of an MD temperature annealing refinement protocol. For each protein, several starting configurations were relaxed via gradual cooling over longer terms (see Materials and methods) from their 'hot' status to a temperature of 250 K (with no imposed restraints). MD quenching/relaxation proceeded until each system reached a stable local energy minimum and the density was within several percent of that of the crystallographic native structure. The object of this temperature quenching study was not necessarily to achieve successful refolding to the native state, but only to compare the performance of the MMPs with KBPs, given limited exploration of the potential energy surface. In particular, our concern is to determine the approximate tangent line to the lowermost points of the energy/r.m.s.d. correlation scatter in the folding/refinement basin. Table I reports the non-bonded MMP and KBP interaction energies for near-native states versus various non-native local minima resulting from temperature quenching each of the three 648 test set proteins. The various quenchings are labeled in Table  I as Q M -» N A, where M and N are the respective r.m.s.d.s (relative to native) of the structure prior to quenching and after quenching. The pairwise non-bonded Lennard-Jones 6-12 term, coulombic interaction term (COUL) and total potential energy (MMP) are reported. In addition the mean force long range pairwise (PWA), centrosymmetric (CSP) and the additive MMP + PWA potential energies are given. The reported MMP energies were averaged over the last 1000 MD steps of the quenching trajectories, while the KBP energies were averaged over the configurations saved during the last 1000 MD steps.
It is common for 'native' X-ray-determined protein crystal structures to contain non-bonded atomic overlaps, often distributed throughout the structure, according very high energies to these structures, rendering them useless for purposes of MMP energy comparisons. For this reason, the three native test set PDB structures were allowed to relax via a brief minimization, then dynamically equilibrated briefly at 250 K, with harmonic coordinate restraints tethering the main chain amino-N, alpha-C and carbonyl-C atoms to their native reference positions. After the first 10 minimization steps, these structures were still within 0.1 A r.m.s.d. of the native; they are listed as 'crystal' in Table I . The three restrained MD-relaxed structures are all near-native states, each (fortuitously) 0.8 A r.m.s.d. from the crystal structure; they are listed as 'relaxed' in Table  I . The final relaxed MMP-non-bonded and overall MMP potential energies were always lower than the crystal energies (see Table I ). Thus, a collection of stable (in local minima), isothermal, isodensity structures were generated to permit legitimate comparisons between non-native structures and with the very near native state.
The floor of the MMP + KBP refolding refinement basin
For each test protein, the KBP energies strongly discriminate near-native from non-native structures and appropriately rank progressively non-native structures along the r.m.s.d. continuum (Table I, columns PWA and CSP) . The atomic KBPs are certainly non-redundant with the in vacuo MMP. And, given these compact conformations, the KBP energy gradient sloping towards the pool of near-native states is clearly not an incidental function of the number of atomic contacts nor of protein density.
The PWA and CSP energies reported for the series of quenchings reported in Table I delineate Table I ) it would delineate the approximate (250 K) lower tangent to the true point scatter for the energy/ r.m.s.d. correlation swaths which were presented in Figures 6(C), 8(C) and 9(C). One can see (Table I) that the PWA and CSP energy/r.m.s.d. correlations arrived at by quenching are valid (sloping downhill toward near-native) despite the expected broad point scatter at higher r.m.s.d.s. This is true for each of the three test proteins. The HSP energy was found to behave analogously, in line with the same relative trends in discriminative sensitivities as reported above for the unfolding trajectories.
On the other hand, the in vacuo MMP, taken alone, is unable to distinguish the near-native from non-native configurations in the case of each protein examined, regardless of whether the folding/refinement region under consideration is 'near' or-'far' in r.m.s.d. from native. In comparing near-native versus non-native protein configurations, there is no clear energy/ r.m.s.d. correlation between the pairwise Leonard-Jones energies nor the coulombic energies, nor the total MMP energies (Table I , column headings LJ, COUL and MMP respectively). The plastocyanin case is an exception; the in vacuo MMP energies for 2pcy yield, if anything, a 'non-folding' countergradient, according lower energies to progressively less nativelike structures (Table I , 2pcy, column heading MMP). Considering the in vacuo MMP alone, the isothermal/isodensity (250 K/native-density) potential energy surface contains a plethora of deep local minima, apparently located at any arbitrary r.m.s.d. between 0 and 9 A from the native. Many of these minima have in vacuo MMP energies equal to or even lower than that of the native state.
However, the additive combination of the MMP and PWA (or CSP) potentials provides a net gradient sloping downhill towards the near-native states or, more precisely, to a preferred structure near 2.0 A r.m.s.d. from the crystal structure (Table  I , MMP + PWA). Furthermore, the downhill energy gradient provided by the MMP + PWA is well defined and apparently of sufficient magnitude to help guide non-native structures along an MD refolding trajectory towards the pool of nearnative states.
Although the PWA, taken alone, gives a steeper slope than the MMP + PWA, a simulation using only the PWA would hardly be expected to converge towards the native structure. Several degrees of freedom present in an atomic level representation of proteins are not implicit in the knowledge-based potentials. These include the hard core repulsion environment, bond angle and torsional preferences and, to some extent, hydrogen bonding and long-range electrostatic terms. Recall that in this study the influence of the MMP is a given in that it was always imposed during the generation of structures. If a combined MMP + KBP is to be applied in structure refinement, the MMP should be treated as primary and the KBP treated as supplementary.
It is apparent that one to several hundred kcal/mol of intramolecular residual strain energy remains in the relaxed 0.8 A r.m.s.d. structures as compared with all of the quenched structures (see Table I , heading MMP). Correcting for this would lead to lower combined MMP + PWA energies for the 0.8 A r.m.s.d. structures, but it is not unlikely that this residual strain energy represents a genuine disagreement between the crystallographic structure and the approximate in vacuo molecular mechanical models.
KBPs can smooth the MMP energy surface for partially unfolded proteins
The most sufficient KBPs should select not only for the native minima but also against stable non-native structures. The temperature quenching trajectories generated on the in vacuo MMP energy surface were further examined to determine whether KBPs counter the tendency of the in vacuo MMPdriven trajectories to settle into non-native local minima. The following results show that, indeed in some cases, notably in the 5-8 A r.m.s.d. stage 3 refinement regime, the sign and magnitude of the atomic KBP energy are correct and sufficient to at least partially cancel out non-native in vacuo MMP local energy minima traps. In other cases, notably at a lower r.m.s.d., the KBP minimas become proportionately deeper as the corresponding configurations more closely approach the native state.
The differing native/non-native selectivities of the atombased KBP versus MMP potentials are dramatically demonstrated by the following quenching example (see Figure 10 , 2pcy). Figure 10 shows the changes in r.m.s.d. (Figure 10A ) and in the number of heavy atomic contacts ( Figure 10B ) during the gradual temperature quenching of plastocyanin via in vacuo MMP-driven MD from 500 to 250 K as reported in Table I , 2pcy, Q 7.2 -» 9.2 A. As the protein compresses into this non-native minima, the r.m.s.d. increases but the number of contacts eventually reaches approximately the same number made in the native state (41 190), as indicated by the solid line ascending to the dashed 'limit' line in Figure 10(B) . Figure 10 (C) can be viewed as a continuation of Figure  8(B) . The lower two (descending) curves illustrate the energies of the MMP pairwise non-bonded terms evaluated over configurations saved during this MD quenching trajectory. These are the coulombic term (lowest descending curve) and the Lennard-Jones 6-12 term (second lowest descending curve). Notice that an apparent lower limiting value is approached by each of these MMP energy terms. This is the result of compactstate configuration locking. The in vacuo MMP has driven the system to relax into a nearby local energy minima while compressing to a native-equivalent density, giving a stable malconformed structure. The final temperature-quenched structure (Table I , 2pcy, Q 7.2 -> 9.2) possesses not only the same number of heavy atom contacts ( Figure 10B ), but also molecular mechanical energies (-538, -677 and +335 kcal/ mol for LJ, COUL and MMP respectively) essentially equivalent to (or even lower than) those in the near-native states (Table I, Table I for plastocyanin, Q 7.2 -> 9.2). (A) A profile of the changes in the r.m.s.d. over the trajectory. (B) A profile of the changes in the number of heavy atom contacts over the trajectory. The number of these contacts in the native state is indicated by the dashed 'limit' line at 41 190. (C) A profile of various energies over the trajectory. The energy curves, from uppermost to lowermost, correspond to the atomic centrosymmetric potential (CSP), the pairwise atomic (PWA), the atomic volume occupancy potential (HSP), which straddles the zero-line, the coulombic energy component of the molecular mechanical potential and the Lennard-Jones (6-12) energy from the MMP. mol). The Lennard-Jones and coulomb energies of the in vacuo MMP are examples of interaction terms behaving as 'condensation' terms. By according lower energies to progressively poorer structures during compression, these MMP terms demonstrate their trivial dependence, in this context, on the number of atomic contacts (or protein density).
On the other hand, the PWA and CSP can detect the evolution of a structure towards a less optimal configuration, thus anticipating the trajectory's movement towards a nonnative in vacuo MMP minima. PWA and CSP recognize and counter the non-native MMP minima at the onset of local energy-well entry. The upper (ascending) curves in Figure  10 (C) profile the CSP (uppermost curve) and PWA (second highest curve) energies over the same quenching trajectory. The CSP and PWA energies ascend with the r.m.s.d., appropriately countering the non-bonded MMP terms. Despite the increasing number of contacts as the structure condenses into a local minima, the knowledge-based potential energies also increase, in recognition of the poorer structure. Such behavior reconfirms the earlier finding (mentioned above) that the CSP and PWA are not simply condensation terms, but, by virtue of their energy/r.m.s.d. correlation, can serve as valuable monitors of the nearness to native status of a protein structure.
A MMP + KBP-driven trajectory would show no preference for and perhaps even steer away from this 'false' minima on the MMP energy surface. The combined MMP + PWA energy for the final quenched structure (Table I , 2pcy, Q 7.2 -» 9.2, +555 kcal/mol) is hundreds of kcal/mol higher than that for the near-native configurations (Table I, Q 1.5 -» 1.8, -85 kcal/mol). If one takes either or both of these KBPs in conjunction with the MMP, the net energy surface in this region becomes flat or a small barrier, depending on the scaling of the KBP energy terms. At least this one impediment to reaching the native state can be removed by using the MMP + KBP combination. The hope is that the remaining net gradient leads downhill towards the near-native states.
Also shown in Figure 10 (C) is the flat HSP energy (middle curve). The HSP does not discriminate well in this part of the folding regime (dilated and far from native). HSP does not recognize the condensation into a non-native local minima as an energetically unfavorable event.
In the stage 2 part of the folding regime (3-5 A r.m.s.d.) , no examples were found where local in vacuo MMP minima were specifically countered by the KBPs during temperature quenching. However, configurations associated with these local MMP minima give correspondingly lower KBP energies, the nearer they are to the native state, i.e. the lower their r.m.s.d. The result is that while the combined MMP + KBP energy surface remains rugged, it provides a strong overall gradient towards the near-native structures (as was previously indicated above in the discussions regarding unfolding and temperature quenching).
Combining the MMP with either or both of the knowledgebased PWA or CSP does not guarantee that a partially unfolded structure would be guided directly and exclusively to the native minima. The KBPs 'narrow the field' of possible native state candidates which must be sampled and, given the collection of configurations for the three-protein test set examined here, recognize the near-native configurations as the lowest energy states. This suggests that computational structure refinement to near-native configurations might be feasible, using a combined MMP + KBP within the context of an iterative MD temperature annealing protocol.
We do not yet know, however, whether the KBP energy surface may contain non-native minima other than those found on the MMP energy surface. This remains to be seen upon implementation of the combined MMP + KBP within a molecular dynamics context. We presume only that the combination of KBPs such as presented here, taken along with the in vacuo MMP, may serve as part of the solution to the refinement problem. It would be beneficial to assess the possible usefulness of yet other KBP terms which are more specific for the interactions responsible for selecting the precise native orientation and registration of secondary structure elements. Such KBPs might smooth the energy surface in the region of 3-5 A r.m.s.d. In this regard, the authors are currently examining KBPs involving multibody cooperativity in the tertiary contact patterns between secondary structure elements, as well as other terms. In the meantime, the PWA energy can immediately provide a reasonable criterion to help in judging whether a given structure has a high probability of being nonnative and thus rejectable.
Employing estimated pairwise atomic KBP energy to reject local minima
The native state PWA energy can be predicted approximately as a function of a protein's amino acid composition. This PWA energy prediction allows the modeler to assess whether a local minima encountered during simulated annealing (or some alternative configuration generating method) may be a nearnative minima. The PWS energy contributions per residue type were computed by summing the average energy contributions of each heavy atom type in each residue of each protein over a library of 239 native protein structures (listed in the Appendix). The three test set proteins we have used for refinement analyses were excluded from this library. Figure 11 is a scatter plot of PWA energies estimated from amino acid composition versus the PWA energies computed using the known conformation of the library structures. The best-fit straight line (Figure 11 , solid) has a correlation coefficient of r = 0.944, a slope of 0.99 ± 0.02 and a y-intercept at 14 ± 31 kcal/mol. Projections along this line allow one to arrive at a very slightly modified prediction of the native state pairwise PWA energy for a given protein sequence. More importantly, an analysis of the actual distribution of the points which, in their native structure, have a pairwise atomic (PWA) energy which is higher than their composition-estimated PWA energy plus a given tolerance. This was determined from the actual distribution of points about the fitted line in Figure 11 . Essentially all library proteins have a native structure PWA energy which is higher than their composition-estimated PWA energy minus a tolerance of 300 kcal/mol. The dashed projection line shows that only ~2O% of the proteins have a native structure PWA energy which is higher than their composition-estimated PWA energy plus 150 kcal/mol. about the fitted line indicates the extent of deviation expected and leads to the following observations. Figure 12 plots the fraction of proteins (in the library of 239) that have a native PWA energy higher than their compositionestimated PWA energy plus a given tolerance. Notice that (since the curve at x = -300 meets the y-axis at 1.0) 100% of the library proteins have a PWA energy which is higher than their estimated PWA energy minus 300 kcal/mol. Approximately one-third of the proteins have a native PWA energy which is higher than their composition-estimated PWA energy plus 100 kcal/mol. Approximately 20% of the proteins have a native PWA energy which is higher than their estimated PWA energy plus 150 kcal/mol (as indicated by the dashed projection line in Figure 12 ). Only 10% of the proteins have a native PWA energy which is higher than their estimated PWA energy plus 210 kcal/mol.
A threshold rule for discriminating non-native local minima from near-native minima can indicate to the modeler when a minima should be rejected as 'false', i.e. reheating and further temperature annealing should ensue. If the configuration associated with some given local minima has a PWA energy > 200 kcal above its composition-estimated PWA energy, it has a very low (<= 10%) probability of being a near-native configuration. If the configuration associated with the given local minima has a PWA energy >100 kcal above its predicted PWA energy, it has a probability of 1 in 3 of being near native.
The composition-estimated PWA energies for the three test set proteins are all on the high side of their actual native structure PWA energies (£(pwa) naIive given in parentheses): 2pcy -497(-635), 4fxn -690(-886) and lhmd -597(-669) kcal/mol. Note the caliber of structures that would be disqualified as possible near-native candidates from the values reported in Table I . If one chose to reject (as near-native candidates) configurations at say the 20% tolerance level (i.e. reject outside a tolerance of 150 kcal/mol above the predicted PWA energy), then 2pcy configurations above -347/mol (beyond ~3.5 A r.m.s.d., by Table I results) would be regarded as improbable native candidates, as would 4fxn configurations above -540 kcal/mol (beyond ~3.5 A r.m.s.d.), as would lhmd configurations above -447 kcal/mol (also ~3.5 A r.m.s.d.). Configurations trapped in local minima outside the 20% energy tolerance could be reasonably rejected from near-native candidacy on the basis of their predicted PWA plus tolerance energies; a temperature annealing protocol should definitely recommence from such a minima.
In cases where the PWA energy of the non-native quench minima listed in Table I is below the predicted PWA plus tolerance, indicating a significant probability that the local minima may be near-native, the non-native structures (at ~ 3.5 A r.m.s.d. or less) actually are approaching near-native status. For example, consider 2pcy plastocyanin, where the PWA + tolerance (20%) is -497 + 150 equal to -347 kcal/mol, whereas the PWA energy computed from the final structure of run Q 2.2 -> 2.1 (Table I) is -517 kcal/mol, appropriately indicating a high probability of near-native status; also see, e.g. Table I , 4fxn, Q 2.4 -> 2.6 and lhmd, Q 2.7 -• 2.7. Apparently, a modeler could reject stable non-native configurations having an r.m.s.d. higher than ~3.5 A from the native.
KBPs serve primarily as solvation potentials
The CSP and PWA knowledge-based interaction potentials presented here do not monitor the exact same aspects of protein structure as do the HSP or implicit solvation functions based on accessible surface area. While there is a general parallel between the mean force KBP energies and the other implicit solvation functions, KBPs may not serve exclusively in this capacity. The atom-level mean force KBPs incorporate structural information derived from burial position preference and contact-type compositional preference for neighboring and long-range contacts, aspects which can be independent of surface accessibility or near-shell partner occupancies. The variation seen in native/non-native discriminative sensitivities (i.e. the slope of energy/r.m.s.d. correlation curves) of the atomic KBPs (including HSP), in different parts of the folding basin, confirms their non-redundancy ( Figures 6C, 8C , 9C and 10C). Figure 13 shows PWA/r.m.s.d. correlation scatter plots and best-fit straight lines for protein 2gbl, a 56 residue protein composed of a four-stranded p^-sheet packed against one ahelix. This protein is small enough to facilitate a relatively thorough sampling of diverse configuration states via either PWA may also serve as a monitor of native-like character, to a slight extent, even apart from its role as an effective solvation function.
Conclusions and summary
This paper presents and tests all-atom level mean force potentials. Their value is demonstrated within the contexts of inverse folding and inverse refinement. The data show that for proteins flavodoxin, plastocyanin and hemerythrin, a combination of in vacuo molecular mechanical and atomic mean force potentials provides a well-defined concave energy basin surrounding the native minima protein conformation. We found that taken alone, the molecular mechanical potential energy surface is locally rugged, but relatively flat overall for compact configurations. These new mean force potentials are immediately useful as a tool for selecting native-like or 'good refinement candidate' structures from a collection of protein configurations. Data presented in this paper suggest that atomic mean force potentials may prove useful in computational protein refinement, serving primarily as a rapidly evaluable implicit solvation function, without the necessity of computing accessible atomic surface area.
Our original question was 'do atomic level knowledgebased mean force interaction potentials (KBP) contain information, non-redundant with that contained in molecular mechanical potentials (MMP), which could be usefully employed in the rank ordering of protein structures?' By deriving and evaluating the capability of atomic level mean force KBPs to discriminate native from non-native protein structures, this study took a step forward in answering this question.
Two atomic level knowledge-based mean force potentials were derived, namely a centrosymmetric burial position term (CSP) and a pairwise non-bonded term (PWA). These potentials were tested for their relative capabilities to discriminate native from non-native structures within the context of inverse folding and inverse refinement studies. Our results show that mean force KBPs definitely do contain information which is nonredundant with the in vacuo MMP and of the correct sign and apparently large enough magnitude to counter effectively or enhance cooperatively the MMP where appropriate. These new KBPs admirably discriminated native from grossly misfolded structures. Furthermore, the KBPs correctly ranked structures (generated via in vacuo MD unfolding) along a continuum from native to less-native. In refolding (temperature quenching) studies, KBPs delivered a well-defined energy gradient sloping strongly towards the pool of near-native states (Table I) . These atomic level KBPs were overall more sensitive discriminators of native versus non-native structures than either of a residuebased pairwise KBP (Kolinski et al, 1995) or an atomic level volume occupancy-based implicit solvation potential (Holm and Sander, 1992) .
The combined MMP + KBP potential holds particular promise for use in protein refinement protocols needing a rapidly evaluable implicit solvent function, where aspects of both the overall dielectric effect and specific interaction effect of waters are represented, yet with no viscous slowing of dynamic sampling. It was expected and confirmed that atomic level KBPs play a significant role as implicit solvation functions ( Figure 13 ). It would be impractical to carry out computational protein structure refinement using a model that explicitly includes molecular solvation waters during the initial stages when relatively large-scale structural rearrangements may be necessary. The inclusion of explicit solvent results in increased complexity of the potential energy surface (by orders of magnitude), further exacerbation of the sampling dilemma due to a slowing of the protein's conformational sampling (because of viscous caging or soaking effects of water) and increased computational demand due simply to the greater number of interacting particles. The CSP and PWA are simple to compute via indexing of array elements based on the atomic position relative to the protein centroid or by using atomic interaction distances.
Both of the KBPs presented here correctly discriminated 23 native from 26 deliberately misfolded (relaxed) all-atom protein structures (Figures 4 and 5) . In one case involving a very small 36-residue protein, the PWA energy was ~4 kcal/mol more negative for the misfolded protein, but the CSP correctly compensated (by ~90 kcal/mol) in this case.
The results of inverse refinement studies (evaluation of the energy of an amino acid sequence over a collection of progressively less native-like protein conformations, including both dilated and compact structures) indicated a pronounced correlation between the energy and r.m.s.d. (relative to the native state) for both the PWA and CSP terms. The energy rankings for collections of protein conformations for three structurally unrelated proteins were reported for the individual atomic level KBPs and the combined atomic MMP + PWA non-bonded interaction potential, as well as for the isolated MMP non-bonded terms (Table I ). It was found that the energy gradient provided by the atomic KBPs countered the 'unfolding drift' gradient followed by the MMP-driven in vacuo MD simulations ( Figures 6, 8 and 9 ). It was further demonstrated that these KBPs describe an overall concave decreasing potential energy surface, a refinement basin, surrounding the pool of near-native states, with a strong overall gradient leading towards near-native configurations over the range of 3-9 A r.m.s.d. and weakly within 1.5-3 A as well (Table I, For structures in the stage 3 part of the folding regime, i.e. relatively far from the native state (5-8 A r.m.s.d.), the PWA and CSP can counter the tendency of an in vacuo MMP-driven trajectory to relax into and become trapped in non-native local minima on the molecular mechanical potential energy surface. In one demonstration, the energy magnitude of the KBPs proved sufficient to counter non-native local MMP energy minima in the stage 3 part of the refinement basin, thus 'smoothing' the net MMP + KBP potential energy gradient.
On the other hand, this study reconfirms that taken alone, an in vacuo molecular mechanical potential cannot discriminate native from non-native structures. Several other authors (Novotny et al, 1984 (Novotny et al, , 1988 Chiche et al., 1990; Holm and Sander, 1992) have previously demonstrated that some form of solvation potential is critically required when ranking nonnative protein structures relative to a native state using a molecular mechanical interaction potential. Here, it was made (perhaps alarmingly) clear that throughout the range of 0-9 A r.m.s.d. from the native, many protein configurations exist which, in relation to the native state, have the same density and equivalent (or even lower) overall MMP potential energies and non-bonded MMP component term energies. The in vacuo MMP possesses no detectable energy/r.m.s.d. correlation over a sample of isothermal/isodensity configurations (see Table I , headings LJ, COUL and MMP), except in the case of the plastocyanin temperature quenches, where the MMP energy and r.m.s.d. were apparently anticorrelated (Table I, 2pcy, MMP) .
In inverse refinement studies, the atom-based potential (PWA) delivered a much steeper energy/r.m.s.d. correlation than the analogous residue-based potential, PWR. In fact, the PWR potential exhibited by far the weakest energy/r.m.s.d. correlation within the refolding/refinement basin. In general, the overall native/non-native discriminative sensitivities go as PWA > CSP > HSP > PWR, by virtue of energy/r.m.s.d. correlations, but with significant variances in different areas of the folding basin ( Figures 6C, 8C and 9C). One might well expect the energy/r.m.s.d. correlation to be weaker for the lower resolution residue-based p.m.f. than for an atom-based p.m.f., as confirmed here. However, a residue-based p.m.f. with relatively weaker, yet significant, energy/r.m.s.d. correlation can still make a useful contribution as one component of a reduced representation protein folding potential (Skolnick and Kolinski, 1990 Kolinski, , 1991 Kolinski et al, 1993; Skolnick etal, 1993; Kolinski and Skolnick, 1994; Kolinski etal., 1995) .
A previously published implicit solvation potential (Holm and Sander, 1992) , HSP, based on near shell atomic volume occupancy was found to be the most native/non-native discriminative in the near-native region. But it was less sensitive than the PWA or CSP potentials in the far r.m.s.d. (5-8 A) region of the folding basin, where slightly dilated, internally disoriented configurations exist. It is apparently necessary to have a long-range potential to discriminate native-like from less native-like configurations, i.e. in order to maintain a strong energy/r.m.s.d. correlation, in this region of the folding basin. Note that the CSP is essentially of infinitely long range, the PWA has a 10 A pairwise interaction cut-off and the HSP is fully active only to 3.2 A with a linear fall-off to zero potency at 6 A. Short-range potentials can be very effective near the native state where a full complement of contacts are available, but become ineffective at slightly expanded volumes. We note here that when only the short-range portion, within 4.5 A, of the PWA is used (results not shown), the energy/r.m.s.d. curves look similar to the residue-based PWR contact term curves but with a slightly steeper gradient. The long range part of the PWA is thus a major contributor to the much steeper slope demonstrated.
Dilation of protein structures is necessary to facilitate any but the smallest scale orientational rearrangements of secondary structures during computer simulations. Non-native contacts must be broken before native ones can be formed. For successful refinement of non-native protein configurations with imprecisely oriented or misregistered secondary structural elements, the KBP part of a combined MMP + KBP potential must necessarily describe a well-defined decreasing energy gradient sloping from partially unfolded (slightly dilated) nonnative structures toward near-native configurations. Extensive internal structural rearrangements are facilitated only when this condition is met, as it is for the PWA and CSP presented here.
Given the complexity of macromolecular potential energy surfaces, one should not expect to arrive at a simple interaction potential that unfailingly drives an unfolded structure to a native one. Even given a perfectly accurate potential energy surface, the problem of incomplete sampling remains. However, any aid in narrowing the field of native structure candidates, either by smoothing the energy surface of the folding basin or biasing the potential energy surface energy gradient towards the pool of near-native states, is a step in the right direction. In this respect, the atomic level knowledge-based potential of mean force potentials derived and presented here appears promising.
